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Relational Databases and Economic Modeling Projects

o UpdateTracker
• This is a front-end Web application with a back-end 

relational database to manage data records and dynamic 
visualization.

o U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) and Annual 
Energy Outlook (AEO)
• Models that want to use EIA and AEO data to compare 

model output use the online Application Programming 
Interface (API). No publicly available databases exist.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To preface later slides, let me briefly describe my Summer project experience involving Databases and Economy Modeling.UpdateTracker uses relational databases as a foundation for all the developments of the web application. Without databases, the current state of the application would not have the same level of flexibility or potential. This web application pulls NIH research data from a relational database and creates an incredibly flexible user experience through frontend filters and charts.EIA is an example of a publicly available dataset that economic modelers might need to use as comparison to newly created models. While it possesses an API that allows users to pull data, the relational structure is not well defined and is a clear chance to improve the process. My work here was involved in finding variable naming discrepancies between AEO and another dataset, and tediously trying to match them through the API.



Relational Database Benefits—
A Powerful Infrastructure
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Increased data portability

Dynamic data access

Additional benefits *Dynamic UpdateTracker chart and filters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relational databases act as an infrastructure in managing dataPortabilityRelational databases are typically stored on separate hardware, so many users can access the same data on their local machines.Since the data is saved and shared nonlocally, the data may be opened for other research groups to use, or a web application may be created to house the visuals more remotely.Dynamic accessOnce the data is stored, users can access the data through standard query language (SQL) – a powerful and flexible tool that can return any set of data the user desires.For example, data can be accessed at any recorded level of aggregation such as countries, regions, or states. But a strong relational structure must be in place beforehand to make this possible.Additional benefitsOnce the data is easily accessible, we can layer capabilities via frontend services such as a web application populated with various charts, tables and data.The chart on the right is a culmination of all these benefits as part of my work on the UpdateTracker project. Throughout the web application, users can refine visuals using filters such as the list behind the chart. The charts themselves are also equipped with additional filters and selections of data aggregation.Relational databases supply the key infrastructure allowing UpdateTracker to exist with its highly flexible visuals.*Chart created using Highcharts.js



Economic Modeling Needs
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Input data

Model 
results

Dynamic 
visualization

Carbon Dioxide : Electric Power : Other, United 
States, Reference, AEO2020

Emissions|CO2|Fossil Fuels|Electricity|Other≠
Intramodel comparison Intermodel 

comparison

Inconsistent
intermodel 
variables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many areas for improvement in Economy Modeling:Input dataData reporting has no existing pervasive foundation. Depending on the application, individual groups use their own levels of data aggregation (i.e. regional/state/country levels). Even variable names between models cause issues, as is shown to the right of the image. The two boxes represent identical data with unique variable naming conventions from the EIA AEO Project. The bottom box comes from the API on EIA's website, and the top box is our target variable in another model. There are clear differences between the two variables that make it difficult to programmatically compare input data. Moreover, reported data categories can have more – or less – information than others, and any data discrepancies must be fixed before models are compared. Input data variations such as these make bridging model data much more difficult.Model results [needs help]Intra-model comparison: Common modeling needs within intra-model comparison include quality control, model version comparison, and sensitivity analysis.[quality control, model version comparison, and sensitivity analysis]Inter-model comparison:[baseline & scenario analysis]Dynamic visualizationThe process of modeling is low-level in nature: input data are gathered, normalized and aggregated from one or more sites, discrepancies are solved, and then relevant modeling may take place. The mentioned above may be abstracted so that modelers can focus upon the model output and comparisons rather than data collection. Economic Modeling struggles to allow for dynamic visualization in this way: each model is typically specifically catered to whichever data is collected. There is room to improve the dynamicity of data visualization.



The Database Solution
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…
…

…

*High-level relational structure from EIA AEO project

o Organize data into relational 
structure.

o Relational structure allows 
consistency and eases model 
comparisons.

o It also provides foundation for 
data analysis, visualization, 
and user interface.

Source: 2019: U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relational databases are the perfect tool to augment the current state of economic modeling and solve the aforementioned needs. As a solution, we would first need to organize given data into a relational structure that can be incorporated into the relational database. To the right is an example by the EIA showing the complexities of such a relational structure. While the EIA currently has an adequate data API, the previous modeling needs are still present – as input data inconsistencies exist even within the API and datafiles. Once a relational structure is reached such that SQL can assist data interactions, its extraction and utilization is much more efficient and useful than through an API. Then, data interactions may be abstracted through SQL, and eventually frontend software can additionally simplify the process.Once a foundation is set for data retrieval and use through relational databases, modelers can be confident that the data is aligned and can focus closer on the comparison of models (inter- intra-). This is critical as models are constantly being developed that need to compare to older models as a reference. Relational databases are also capable of storing model output for quick retrieval upon request.As the relational database becomes more integrated with the workflow of economic modeling, frontend capabilities may be added to expedite the workflow. Modeling software might be embedded in a webpage if they are frequently used, and modelers will be able to compare models at a higher level than before.Again note that frontend is a future development that is made much simpler through relational databases. Databases are good foundation for layered tools and software because the extraction of data is much simpler than without. Frontend additions are just one possibility to augment data-user interactions, and a strong data foundation allows for countless other possibilities.*Structure generated using EIA excel add-on: https://www.eia.gov/opendata/excel/**Second chart taken from EIA website using publicly available AEO2020 data: https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/data/browser/#/?id=1-AEO2020&cases=ref2020&sourcekey=0
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks to RTI for providing me the opportunity during COVID Summer to engage in a thoughtful and intellectual environment, and the CAES group for allowing me to assist with their affiliated projects.I would like to acknowledge my internship and project manager Jared Woollacott, whose knowledge of economic modeling and insight into the utility of databases assisted my work throughout the Summer. In addition, my second project manager, Joseph Johnson, was especially helpful in giving firsthand examples of database-data interactions, and the following powerful frontend augmentations. My work on both projects has greatly influenced my professional and creative aspirations outside of my work.Research for the EIA project was supported by the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Climate Economics Branch.Research for the UpdateTracker project was supported by the NIH.Finally, I would like to commend the University Collaboration Office (UCO) staff for maintaining the RTI internship experience beyond expectations – despite working from home – and all the available resources I had access to through the program including the internship workshops, the Multimedia Communication Services (MCS) and the Office of Intellectual Property (OIP) who assisted with the slide review process.
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